
Gamma-cameradata-acquisitionsystems(GCDAS) used
strictly for data acquisition and playback without analytical
functions are usually based on mass storage on magnetic
tape without internal buffering. Such systems store counts
serially on magnetic tape and lose counts rather than retain
them in a buffer memory if there is an interruption in the
data output to tape. This paper will attempt to define some
of the problems inherent in a typical unbuffered GCDAS,
and will describe a method of data collection that allows
subsequent computer analysis without loss of data.

The data-acquisition device. The data-acquisition system
used* (unbuffered) was directly interfaced to a scintillation
camerat,allowingdatato be placedon nine-trackmagnetic
tape. Physiologic markers, such as cardiac gate pulses, are
placedon the tapeasfictitiouscountsat thex,y coordinates
0, 128. Each coordinate corresponds to one byte (eight
binary digits). Cardiac gate pulsesare generatedat the
50% point of the leading edge of the R wave.

The magnetic-tape format of the storage-and-retrieval
system (Fig. 1) indicates a lack of buffering. Data are
transferredto tapeas counteventsare detected,and zeros
are stored on tape if no count occurs during a write cycle.
Whenever an inter-record gap (IRG ) is written, data and
physiologicmarkersare lost. For 4K-byteblocksof data,
the IRGs cover about 10% of the tape, and thus about 10%
of the data and markers are lost.

As an example of how the lack of buffering may have a
detrimentaleffecton dataanalysis,considera gatedcardiac
acquisition(Fig. 2). The barsrepresentinginter-recordgaps
are superimposed on an ECG trace. All data are lost dur
ing the IRG intervals. When an k-wave marker occurs
during an IRG, two cardiac cycles will be combined into
one and, depending on the rejection technique used, one or
both of these cycles must be rejected. This results in a 10â€”
20% average data loss. In addition to this accountable loss
there is a random obliteration of data between R-wave

markers. Approximately 10% of the remaining data are
lost in this way. Acquisition during the relatively short
end-diastolic(ED) andend-systolic(ES) intervalscan thus
be seriously impaired. The use of larger block sizeswill
somewhatreducethe chancesof losing data, but the defini
tive solution requires complete elimination of IRGs. Tapes
generated without IRGs will be referred to as unformatted
tapes. IROs may be suppressed on the storage-and-retrieval
system by throwing a front-panel switch, but a compatibility
problem occurs when an attempt is made to read unfor
matted tapes into a minicomputer.

The data-analysis system. Our data-analysis facility con
sists of a minicomputert with 32K words of core. RT1 1/
Gamma-i 1 is used as the principal operating and analysis
software. Magnetic tapes generated off-line on the GCDAS
are read and reformulated as patient files compatible with
Gamma- 11. The computer tape system@@is a nine-track,
800-byte per inch (BPI) equivalent of a DEC TM 11.

Commercially available tape systems for minicomputers
are designed to read data in the form of records or blocks.
The size of the data blocks is adjustable, but they must be
separated by inter-record gaps of standard length. Because
of the limited size of core memories, unformatted (infinite
block size) tapes cannot be read with standard magnetic
tape software.

In an attempt to solvethis problem, an assembly-language
subroutine was developed. This subroutine reads unformatted
tape in sections, or pseudo blocks, of any length without
requiring hardware changes in the tape drive or controller.
The Subroutinewas written in Macro-i 1, the assemblyIan
guage for the PDP-1 1.
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Magnetic tapes generated on unbuffered gamma-camera data-acquisition
systems are not optimally suited for subsequent computer analysis because
of data lost during the writing of inter-record gaps. This loss is partkularly
detrimental in dynamic and gated equilibrium cardiac studies.

We present an algorithm that avoids such losses during the reading of
magnetic-tape data into a minicomputer analysis system. A set of programs
built around the algorithm is used to acquire dynamic and gated cardiac
studies.
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MAGNETiC TAPE FORMAT

FIG. 1. Startingfrom beginningof
tape (BOT) mark and proceeding from left
to right: patient denflfication number
(PID) is followed by Y,X coordinate p&rs
interspersedwith zeros indicating no data.
Inter-record gaps (IRG) are placed on tape
at distances determined by the chosen
block size. End of flle (EOF) marks indicate
end of patient file and are followed by
next patient ID. Maximum tape speed is
75 in. per second(IPS)and data density is
800 bytes per inch (BPI).
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The algorithm. In order to read short segments of an
unformatted tape, the tape unit must be halted after the
requirednumberof bytesare transferredto core memory.
In the process of halting, unread tape passes by the read
heads of the tape drive. To prevent data loss, the unread
tape must then be repositioned and read in the next pass.
The repositioning itself is accompanied by an uncertainty
in the final tapeposition,and thereforea data comparison
must be made so that the new data start where the previous
data left off (Fig. 3). After the first pseudo block is read
and the tape unit halted, a space-reverse operation is cxc
cuted to reposition old data over the tape read heads. The
tape unit is then halted and as the second pseudo block is
read, a matching routine compares the last 100 bytes of
the first block with the corresponding bytes of the second
block.If no matchis found,an errorflagisset.Conversely,
if the match is successfulthe callingprogramis notified
where the new data begin.

Sincethe count distributionover the x-y plane of the

image is a slowly varying function of position, and since
the time distribution of counts at any point on the x-y
plane is Poissonian, the time distribution of coordinates may
be consideredapproximatelyuniformâ€”atleast for a small
area of the image.The count coordinatesfor this area will
therefore be placed on tape in fairly random order, reducing
the likelihood of accidental matching of two noncongruent
100-byte sections of tape to a very low probability.

The above argument applies if the count rate is high
enough for an appreciable number of counts to be collected
in a given pseudo block of tape. However, even when there
are only two bytes of data (one count) in the matching
region, and we assume the time distribution of coordinates
to be uniform for only one tenth of the image area, the
probability of a false match is low (â€˜@.@l0').Furthermore,
this value falls off rapidly as more counts are added, so that
in any situation of interest (five or more counts in the
region) the probability of an erroneous match is exceed
ingly low (@@

Implementationof the algorithm. A flow chart (Fig. 4)
for the unformatted magnetic-tape read algorithm is anno
tated for use with a DEC TM1 lEA, TU1OW tape system,
but may be used with most tape systems that have the equiv
alent of a power-clear command and a space-reverse com
mand. These commands are necessary to halt the tape
transport at any time and to reverse tape motion. Note that
not all tape transports are capable of being halted before
reaching an IRG.

When the routine is entered, the ready bit in the magnetic
tape commandregister (MTC) is tested.Next, the byte rec
ord counter (MTBRC) is set to the negative of the number
of bytes to be read, and the current memory address
(MTCMA) is setequalto the addressof the corebuffer.
A read commandis executed,during which the program
loops, checking first if the number of bytes requested have
been read (MTBRC@ 0), and second if an error has oc
curred. Once the MTBRC becomes zero or greater, a power
clear is initiated, resulting in a hard reset of the entire tape
controller, halting the tape.A wait toop is enteredto assure
normal completionof the power-clearoperation,and a space
reverse executed. A second wait loop is entered to allow
the tape to return to the old data. When the tape is posi
tioned properly over the previousdata, a secondpower clear
halts the unit. The previously described data-matching op
eration is performedand control is then returnedto the
calling program.

The subroutine returns the values of pointers to the begin
ning of new data, to the end of data, and the value of an
error word (integer). Parity errors, bad-tape errors, cyclical
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FIG. 2. Illustratingdatalossduetointer-recordgapsoccurring
during gated cardiac acquisition.
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FIG. 3. Schemaof algorithmforreadingof unformattedtape.
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UNFORMATTED TAPE lEAD SUBROUTINE RESULTS
Using the above described subroutine, we have been able

START to acquire and analyze dynamic and gated cardiac studies

using a GCDAS in conjunction with a PDP 11/40 corn
r__Ã¸1iarlire@EADYBIT1 puter.Data-acquisitionprogramswerewrittentoreplacetheF@ correspondingGamma-iiprograms,whereastheGamma-il

N@ analysis programs were kept intact. The greatest benefit of

@Y these methods was in the acquisition of multiple-image gated

@-MT9RC4--SNtJM cardiacstudies.Theacquisitionprogramsusestandardtech
l_MTcMA.a@ADDRESS niques for dividing the R-to-R interval into 20 frames

I SESINRCAD(MTC4@SOOO3OCTAL)] (1â€”3).@
@ The only noticeabledrawbackof the procedureis theextra

@t( MTBRCIO ?T@@ time required to read taped data into the computer. AI N IN Y slightlyalteredversionoftheoriginalsubroutineisnow
L@_@@@OsEANINeFuLÂ£RRO@BIT SET IN MTS? EMOR used; it reduces this time by allowing processing of the

I-powt@CLEARt$ETSIT2 OFt4TC)1 dataduringthe tape-to-corememorytransfer.

IWAITFO@T?5IlISTTOHALT(TESTMTSANDLOO$] FOOTNOTES

I MTBRC4--II COhio Nuclear Series 75 Storage and Retrieval System,
@ Solon, OH.

@$T5RT@ @EVEN1C(NTC4@SOOI3 OCTAL)J t Ohio Nuclear Series 100, Solon, OH.

@ t PDP-11/40,DigitalEquipmentCorp.,Maynard,MA.I @ITFORTAPETh@ETU@NTOOLDDATAI jDigi-DataCorp.,Jessup,MD.
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